2021 in Review
____________________________________________

A BIG thank you to everyone who has contributed to this book!
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With thanks to our Sponsors
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Presidents Report
As I reflect on another season that has quickly come and gone, I am truly thankful for all those that
have contributed to our club both on and off the field. Whether it be umpiring, cooking a soup for a
social night, team or match managing a game, coaching, umpiring or simply checking in on a teammate
to ensure they are O.K, the contribution that each of you make is pivotal to the ongoing success of our
club.
I would like to acknowledge the financial support from our sponsors. David & Amada Taylor from
TasValve, Grant Jackson from Car‘r’Us and Chris Anderson from CRE, who generously sponsored each
senior member of the club with a fresh look polo shirt.
The committee are to be congratulated on yet another year of hard work behind the scenes. As a
collective group they are always prepared to push forward while ensuring they retain the core values
of our club. Particular mention should be made to our executive, Monique, Robert, Therese and
Brooke, who underpin our administration and are always within reach for support.
On the field
This season the club fielded a total of 8 teams. Hopes were again pinned on the return of the division
3 men’s competition, only to be crushed at the 11th hour with it being withdrawn from competition.
This again created havoc with men’s team numbers with too little for 2 teams, yet too many for one.
Our women’s cohort where again successful with finals appearances made by each of our three teams.
Congratulations to our Division 2 men, and all 35 players that contributed thoughout the year to the
team’s ultimate success. And to our under 13 red team - what a fantastic effort from you all to bring
home the title. We could not be any prouder of you all. To evenly split our two teams and come away
with the premiership is indicative of the depth within our junior ranks.

Off the field
The committee cemented its position to creating awareness around Mental Health this season with
the appointment of a Mental First Aid Officer in Kira Johnson. It’s important to ensure that as a club
we not only look out for our member’s physical health, but their mental health as well with both as
important as each other. We hosted our annual SUSC day against West Devonport on a wet Saturday
in July. While the results on field provided a nil all ledger, the message of the day was clear.
Our quiz night was again a success with Quiz Master Moore putting us all to the test. The Vote count
again was highly anticipated, and a night enjoyed by all. Congratulation to all our Best and Fairest
recipients.
This season we introduced a club based junior umpire mentoring program (Jump). With an impressive
uptake of 8 participants, those involved were given the opportunity to umpire for payment with the
guidance of a mentor. While we often focus on player development, we must also invest in the other
roles that are essential to our game
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Moving Forward
Preparation for next season is underway with the recent appointment of our senior coaches.
We will continue to invest in our juniors and will work hard in the off season to increase numbers to
fill the void of a mass exodus of under 13’s moving to under 17’s. The viability of a second div 2 men’s
team will also be explored to ensure we are able to provide a suitable pathway for our enthusiastic
juniors wanting to play regularly within the senior ranks.
Fresh faces and fresh ideas are critical to the evolution of our club. I would encourage anyone that
would like to support us in any role on or off field to please speak to myself or a current committee
member.

#TWBUM
Petrina Birtwistle
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Treasurers Report
____________________________________________

A big thank you to all our sponsors - without them the cost of playing hockey would be a lot more
expensive, so please support them when you can.
Thank you to everyone for paying invoices on time it makes my job a lot easier.
Thanks to Louise for organising our chocolate fundraiser and Monique and her crew that helped out
with sponsors day/spud trivia night and the vote count.
I encourage every one of you to consider a position on the committee. We would love to see some
new faces.

Brooke Grubb
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2021 Premierships
Division 2 Men

Defeated Smithton 2-1
From left: Zach Rieder, Shannon Rieder, Daniel Hills, Les Ollington, Mitchell Hills, James Hills, Simon Vandenberg, Hamish
Cameron, Andrew Bates, Jamie Vandenberg, Rod Evans (coach), David Kenworthy, David Townsend
Front row: Kris Chandra, Jaiden Luke, Robert Cameron, Matthew Cameron, Ricky Barrett

U13 Red

Defeated Smithton 3-2
Rear: Jason Birtwistle (Coach), Sam Ryan, Paige Hook, Roman King, Murphy Mansfield, Jye Streets, Jordy
Bakes, Riley Enniss, Josh Hills, Deegan Streets, Taig Birtwistle, Lucy Vandenberg (Assistance Coach
Front Row: Lacey Bakes, Cassidy Ryan, Floyd Hook
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2021 Club Awards

MOLLY COCK AWARD

Molly was a great supporter of hockey and the City Marians Hockey Club, and was a patron at the
time of her passing. She would brave all weather to watch not only her family, but all teams particularly the juniors, giving encouragement to all.

The Molly Cock Award

IAIN CAMERON

Donated by
Glen & Jill Cock

ARCH HARDY MEMORIAL AWARD
Arch Hardy is recognised as the founder of our club which was formed in 1937. His contribution to
hockey was tireless both on and off the field with 556 games for the club and more than 20 years in
executive positions. Arch was regarded as being one of the top three half-line players in the country.
To this day he is still regarded as being our best player and hardest worker in every facet of the game.
This award identifies with Arch and is presented as a junior club person award to an individual who
leads by example and takes on extra roles making their presence felt around the club.

Arch Hardy Memorial
Award

SAM GRANDFIELD

Donated by
The Club

FAMILY AWARD

FAMILY AWARD Awarded to a family seen as making a contribution, either on or off the field.

FAMILY AWARD
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THE BIRTWISTLES

Donated by
North West Mowers

MOST POTENTIAL

This award is recognition of outstanding talent. The recipient is a player that is seen as having the
potential for a great future in the game.
DANIEL HILLS

Most Potential

Donated by
The Club

CLUB ACHIEVEMENT

This award is not presented lightly as it is recognition of a fantastic effort put in by someone,
whether it is on or off the field. The award recognizes that the recipient has put more into the club
than any other individual in that year.

Club Achievement

LUKE SAYER

Craig McCarthy celebrates becoming the holder of the Games Record for the club
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Donated by
The Club

Top 20 Game Players
____________________________________________
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Craig McCarthy
Leon Goninon
Glen Cock
Ron Cock
Ian Morrison
Rick Barrett
Arch Hardy
Wayne Garland
Rodney Evans
Tony Jago
Michael Tolland
David Bissett
Ian Cox
Simon Vandenberg
Brett Rowsthorn
David Townsend
Tony Lamprey
Brian Bissett
David Kenworthy
Shane Lamprey(G)

724
716
710
660
646
624
556
544
531
530
518
511
510
505
501
488
469
465
463
457

Janine Gibson
Petrina Birtwistle (Goninon)
Jacki McKeown
Debra Drake
Trudi Redman
Amanda Long (f)
Therese Howard (Gibbons)
Karen Challis (Chatwin)
Colleen Ingles
Brooke Grubb (Clarke)
Lisa Richardson (Bonney)
Louise Gates
Trudy French
Helen Morse
Stacey Groves
Rebecca Hawkins
Jenny Jackson
Bernadette Jago
Janet Boland
Rachael Blyth

Milestone Games 2021
____________________________________________
500

Simon Vandenberg

450

Debra Drake | David Kenworthy | Jason Birtwistle

400

Iain Cameron | Robert Cameron

350

Brooke Grubb

200

Hope Chilcott | Amy Ralston

150

Lillian Gates | Brea Miller | Kristofa Chandra

100

Shannon Rieder
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717
528
522
452
401
437
393
376
365
363
336
310
292
289
288
276
272
268
255
248

The Committee
____________________________________________
President

Petrina Birtwistle

Vice President

Monique Moore

Secretary

Therese Howard

Treasurer

Brooke Grubb

Junior VP

Robert Cameron

Patrons

Shirley Kenworthy | Balt Vandenberg | Graeme Goninon

Committee

Craig McCarthy | Sam Grandfield | Janine Gibson | Louise Gates
Iain Cameron | Bob Brunetti | Les Ollington | Katrina Grandfield

The Coaching Team
____________________________________________
Div 1 men

Coach – Iain Cameron l Captain – Jason Birtwistle

Div 1 women

Coach – Craig McCarthy ǀ Captains – Jemma Kenworthy & Therese Howard

Div 2 men

Coach – Rodney Evans

Div 2 women

Coach – Erin Wells

Div 3 women

Coach – Luke Sayer

Under 17

Coach – Jemma Kenworthy

Under 13

Coach – Red: Jason Birtwistle & Lucy Vandenberg
White: Kira Johnston & Max Grandfield
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Player Awards
___________________________________________

DIVISION 1 MEN
Best & Fairest
Runner up
Coaches Award

Daniel Hills
Sam Grandfield
Luke Sayer

GNL WOMEN
Best & Fairest
Runner up
Coaches Award

Karlin Fernandini
Zayna Jackson
Abbey Wilson

DIVISION 2 MEN
Best & Fairest
Runner up
Coaches Award

Matthew Cameron & David Townsend

N/A
James Hills

Donated by TasValve
Donated by R & K Barrett
Donated by J Gibson

Donated by CRE
Donated by G & J Cock
Donated by R & J Cameron

Donated by CRE
Donated by J & P Birtwistle

DIVISION 2 WOMEN
Best & Fairest
Runner up
Coaches Award

Lucy Vandenberg
Janaya Revell
Ruby Richardson

Donated by TasValve
Donated by G & J Cock
Donated by J Gibson

DIVISION 3 WOMEN
Best & Fairest
Runner up
Coaches Award

Kylie Durant
Boni Henderson
Kaz Sole

Donated by Cars R Us
Donated by C & H McCarthy
Donated by G & J Cock
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UNDER 17
Best & Fairest
Runner up
Coaches Award
Most Improved

Lucy Vandenberg
Zayna Jackson
Cameron Jackson
Avalon Brunetti

UNDER 13 RED
Best & Fairest
Runner up
Coaches Award
Most Improved

Joshua Hills
Jye Streets
Roman King
Cassidy Ryan

Donated by Quanex
Donated by D & K Kenworthy

Maitland Sayer
Roman King
Kade Pointon
Kasia Taylor & William Heyworth

Donated by J & P Birtwistle
Donated by C & H McCarthy

UNDER 13 WHITE
Best & Fairest
Runner Up
Coaches Award
Most Improved
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Donated by G & J Cock
Donated by D Townsend
Donated by G & E Goninon

2021 Association Best & Fairest
_________________________________________

GNL Women Runner Up
Under 13 Winner
Under 13 Runner Up

Maitland Sayer & Josh Hills
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Zayna Jackson
Josh Hills
Maitland Sayer

Zayna Jackson

Coaches Reports
____________________________________________

Under 13 Red
City Red had an outstanding year, winning almost every game and then finishing on a high by winning
the U/13 Grand Final in Smithton against Smithton. This really was an outstanding achievement.
Throughout the year, we tried to rotate players through different positions (some liked this, some did
not!) but overall, everyone is to be congratulated for how well they all adapted to this.
All players showed great improvement and confidence through the year. Jye utilised his speed to
outrun the opposition with success. Jordy and Taig’s defence skills never let the team down. Paige,
Deegan, and Floyd’s determination always paid off to help the ball through to the attack. Lacey’s
sneaky chats with the opposition often distracted them to our advantage. Murphy our reliable last
line of defence, always making great saves. Cassidy’s confidence grew as she became a versatile
player. Sam and Riley were always determined for the ball and always gave 100%. Roman’s strong hits
were always finding targets up front.
Trainings were always super exciting by starting the cold night off with two laps warmup around the
field that the U/13’s thoroughly enjoyed…maybe not. But everyone always had a positive attitude and
worked hard to improve their skills, bringing results on the field.
City Red had a nail-biting Grand Final, with Josh and Roman scoring and the full-time score at 2 all.
The game went into two lots of overtime, with Josh scoring the winning goal!
Josh had an amazing year also receiving the Association North-West Best and Fairest and receiving
Best on Ground in the Grand Final.
Thank you to all the parents, family and friends who came and supported us throughout the season
on those freezing Friday nights. Thanks to all the umpires and volunteers who helped out through the
season.
Wishing all the best to Taig, Josh, Riley, Jye, Roman, Murphy, Jordy and Paige moving up into U/17’s
next year!

Jason & Lucy
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Under 13 White
U13 White Team 2021 on paper were the underdog City team this year. We had a few younger players and some first timers in the mix as well as a few fill ins from Minkey.
Our season consisted of 3 wins, 4 draws and 5 losses which left us sitting at 5th place after the final
round. Our team scored a total of 19 goals for the season which was a great effort. It only took a few
games for our team to really gel and start playing as a unit. We worked on lots of basic skills at training; we even came up with a saying “chicken kiev” for a transfer out of the backline, so that the opposing team had no idea what that meant. Our season was a fun one, with lots of laughs and friendships created with our teammates.
Kade Pointon, Willow Cummins, Sienna Dutton and Lachlan O’Rourke were our core defensive group
this year. All growing in confidence to take free hits, try new positions and trusting their own skills
on the field.
Cooper Bakes, Maitland Sayer, Roman King, Aysha King and Kasia Taylor were the engine room (aka
midfield) of our team. I gave them the challenge of engaging everyone into the game, whether that
was a back dump pass or making a pass into space for the forwards to move onto rather than carrying the ball themselves. This showed our team that we can move the ball faster by passing than anyone can run.
William Heyworth and Roman King were our goalkeepers this year. This was William’s first season,
and he was willing to have a crack at anything. Roman played in the goals for White and on field for
the Red team.
Up forward we had Ashton Miller who unfortunately missed half the season due to being injured,
but was always at games cheering us on with a snack in hand from the canteen. Isabelle Heyworth,
Josie Pointon and Murphy Mansfield were our core forwards this year in helping us achieve our 19
team goals!
We had great feedback from other clubs regarding how well we worked together as a team. This is
something I am proud of as I really wanted each person in the team to have a go and feel included in
the team whether it was there 7th or 1st year playing. Each person in our team contributed to our
success this year.
I would like to thank my assistant coach Max Grandfield for all his wonderful help this season. Jason
Birtwistle, Lucy Vandenberg and Fiona Jackson for assistance at training and coaching guidance and
Luke Sayer for covering coaching on the weeks I couldn’t make it.
I would also like to thank the parents for their time bringing the kids to training and games and braving the weather. Lastly, I would like to thank my team for making this season enjoyable and helping
me through my first year of coaching. I have thoroughly enjoyed watching each player grow in confidence and enhance their skills and wish them all the best in the future years of their hockey careers.

Kira Johnston
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Under 17
City Marians U17 2021… what can I say, what a blast to coach these guys again! I thoroughly love
coaching this group, they make my job so enjoyable!
We just fell short of our goal to make the final this year and came away with another 3 rd. However, I
believe we are number #1 in the competition for “TEAM WORK”. The way this group worked together,
supported each other, listened and talked to each other was wonderful to see every single week. I
cannot fault this group at all on their team work and sportsmanship. Parents and supporters who
watched us every week I think would have to agree.
The improvement not only as a group but individual improvement was evident. The opportunity for
the group to play in the senior sides is important for development and a great initiative by the club.
I was very impressed with how some of our younger player’s demonstrated leadership within the
team. Hamish in his first year of u17’s really helped out some of our younger players in the forward
line and coach’s award recipient Cameron Jackson was very solid from the backline.
A massive thankyou to our leadership team of Sam and Lucy they were wonderful captains for the
group and assisted taking trainings on Tuesdays when I was unable to make it. A thankyou also goes
to the Chilcott’s for managing the team
Sadly, Zayna, Mitch and Lucy will leave u17s this year, but they are already making their mark in GNL
sides and showing they have bright futures ahead. Nonetheless I am excited to see what this side can
do next year. I feel it’s definitely time for us to finish with a medal! Thankyou and well done.
Jemma Kenworthy

Back row: Rhys Thompson, Codey Gibson, Aiden Jones, Zayna Jackson, Mitchell Hills
Middle: Makinley Batchelor, Brody Birtwistle, Cameron Jackson, Hamish Cameron, Daniel Hills, Lucy Vandenberg
Front Row: Sam Grandfield, Ruby Richardson, Avalon Brunetti, Olivia Burridge, Tahlia Chilcott, Jemma Kenworthy (coach)
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Division 1 Men

The season that was 2021.
We had a total of 33 players to play in the division 1 side this year and I would like to thank each and
every one of them. Ten of those number played their first game of div one hockey, while some of the
older gents were winding back the clock. With those numbers a consistent side was hard to come by
and it was a season of mixed results.
We played some great hockey and had solid team performances, but we also experienced some tough
days at the office. But the future is strong with our core group of exceptionally talented young guys,
recognised within our own club and abroad as having great things ahead of them. I believe regardless
of ladder position and results I think we made another step forward this year to playing consistent
hockey each week.
Shout out to Jason ‘Birty” Birtwistle for taking on the captain role and being my right-hand man. Unfortunately due to injury he was unable to play a portion of the year. But to his credit he was there
every week to help me and the team. I would also like to thank those senior guys that were reluctant
to play div one (because let’s face it, they are too old) but put the club first and did the team thing thanks again.
Lastly, I would like to take this opportunity after coaching for the last 3 years to thank the club for
giving me the chance and everyone along the way that has help me learn and grow as a person. I hope
that in some way I have done the same with some of you also. I believe now is the time for some fresh
eyes and new blood to help this group move forward. Onwards and upwards!

Camo
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Division 2 Men

Firstly I would like to thank Petrina, Mon and the coaching committee for the clear path that the club
wanted to run with this year and the team selections every week. With 35 players selected throughout
the year it was not an easy task.
Having run with 3 goalies, 11 full backs and 8 centre halves throughout the year due to availability, it
has been an interesting season. But to see the talent and growth from all the juniors, including James,
has been great to watch. From week to week not knowing what the make-up of the team was going
to be made my role rather interesting. Sending the young guns out with particular instructions and
watching them follow said instructions to the enth degree was pleasing and sometimes quite amusing.
If we can keep the young talent around then the future of the club looks good.
In closing I would like to thank all 17 of our grand final winners for their understanding and mostly
their discipline in an ugly grand final win.
Well done men and always remember “hockey is a simple game”.
Evo
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Division 1 Women
The 2021 season began in October 2020, with our running program open to all that were interested
in keeping fit through preseason. The squad came together at the start of January, welcoming new
and old faces for another great hockey season!
It was great to welcome some new faces this season with Molly & Lily Rasmussen and Amy Ralston joining the squad, as well as welcoming back Lillian Gates, Sam Trevarthen, Charlie Vandenberg and Romani Kenworthy. We also welcomed emerging junior players to the squad in Tahlia Chilcott and Avalon Brunetti. The rest of team 2021 was: Ashley Murphy, Abi Wilson, Kira Johnston,
Jemma Kenworthy, Karlin Fernandini, Brooke Grubb, Petrina Birtwistle, Therese Howard, Zayna Jackson, Lucy Vandenberg and Chloe Burridge. Monique Moore provided unwavering support from the
sidelines, both for the team and the coach, as she incubated the next generation of the club. We look
forward to her return next season!
Congratulations to Karlin Fernandini on taking out our club Best and Fairest award and to Zayna Jackson on being awarded runner-up. Zayna also received the Best and Fairest Runner-Up for the GNL
Women's competition. Overall, the team had a successful home and away season, finishing second on
the ladder with an impressive goal differential. The girls played South Launceston in the Semi Final,
unfortunately going down in a shootout after a hard-fought match followed by extra time.
The following week we took on Queechy for a spot in the grand final. In spite of having the ascendancy
for the majority of the match, the goals simply didn’t come. The girls fought hard the whole game,
including two periods of extra time but still ended up in another shootout. But it wasn’t to be and
although we didn’t take the win, we could all walk away proud of the way we played.
Well done to all the girls on a fantastic 2021 season – for your commitment throughout the week and
on Saturdays, for your positivity, professionalism, drive and determination. Although we didn’t finish
on top, I believe that the progress made again this year will put us in strong stead for next season. Finally, thank you to our coach, Craig McCarthy for another great season. We appreciate your commitment and effort not only on training and game days but for the months leading up to our season as
well. We look forward to another great season in 2022!

Back from left: Lucy Vandenberg, Karlin Fernandini, Brooke Grubb, Kira Johnson, Sam Harper, Abi Wilson, Jemma Kenworthy. Front row: Ash Murphy, Zayna Jackson, Charlotte Vandenberg, Petrina Birtwistle, Molly Rasmussen, Therese Howard,
Craig McCarthy (coach)
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Division 2 Women

Congratulations to the girls on a great season, we made it all the away to the grand final! Unfortunately, we didn’t come away with the flag, going down to West 2/1. The girls went in as the underdogs
having had some big losses to West Devonport, but I could not be prouder of all of them for making
the grand final a great contest and showing the City Marians fighting spirit all the way to the siren. I
would like to thank all of our loyal spectators that travelled to Devonport to cheer us on.
Our team was made up of some young blood as well as our more experienced players. We had a great
captain and leader in Deb Drake who not only supported the girls on and off the field but was also a
massive support for me to bounce ideas off and help out at training.
A big thanks to all the FI’s that helped our team throughout the year, due to injuries, illness and unavailability’s we rarely had our full team together, and without the FI’s we would have struggled to get
as many wins throughout our season.
Congratulations to Lucy and Janaya for taking out our Best and Fairest respectively and to Lucy for
Best on Ground for the Grand Final, both girls had a wonderful season and deserve that recognition.
A massive thanks must also go out to Twink for allowing me to join her as coach at the beginning of
the season, and then trusting me to take the girls over by myself. Twink has done a fantastic job looking after the girls the past few years and she left me big shoes to fill.
A big thanks to the Div 2 girls for a great season and I hope to see them all back on the field next
season.

Erin Wells

Back from left: AJ Long, Jemma Mitchell, Halle Revell, Hope Chilcott, Caz Sole, Deb Drake, Lucy Vandenberg, Rach Blyth, Erin
Wells (coach). Front: Janaya Revell, Chloe Burridge, Veronica Whish-Wilson, Avalon Brunetti, Tahlia Chilcott, Amy Ralston,
Ruby Richardson
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Division 3 Women

Our Division 3 Women entered season 2021 with a few new faces, and showed some great improvement early in the year but it took a while to crack a win.
The benefits of last year’s games alongside Div 2 were obvious as many of the team displayed great
skills and match play.
We gelled as a team during the season and that was demonstrated late in the season with wins in key
games and our progression to the preliminary final.
Thanks to everyone for making game days good fun and enjoying it together.
Congratulations to Kylie Durant and Boni Henderson on being our Best and Fairest and runner-up.
Definitely well deserved.
Luke Sayer

From left: Makinley Batchelor, Kimberly Warr, Sarah Furze, AJ Long, Louise Gates, Finlee Sayer, Kathryn Fordyce, Shayne
Sayer, Katrina Grandfield, Luke Sayer (coach), Alisha Enniss, Cherinda Batchelor, Brea Miller.
Kneeling: Caz Sole, Kasey Marshall, Kylie Durant. Absent: Katie Hardstaff-Plapp
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Senior Best & Fairest Votes - WOMEN
____________________________________________
Please note that single figure totals are not included in these results. Votes were awarded by team
members based on a 3 – 2 – 1 system
Division 1

Division 2

Karlin Fernandini

182

Lucy Vandenberg

201

Zayna Jackson

175

Janaya Revell

164

Molly Rasmussen

154

Carolyn Sole

152

Lillian Gates

127

Avalon Brunetti

126

Brooke Grubb

74

Amy Ralston

122

Jemma Kenworthy

66

Amanda Long

110

Lucy Vandenberg

63

Debra Drake

95

Charlie Vandenberg

51

Hope Chilcott

53

Ash Murphy

48

Jemma Mitchell

53

Abi Wilson

38

Ruby Richardson

49

Therese Howard

28

Chloe Burridge

41

Amy Ralston

25

Rach Blyth

37

Lilly Rasmussen

24

Halle Revell

37

Petrina Birtwistle

22

Veronica Whish-Wilson

17

Avalon Brunetti

9

Tahlia Chilcott

16

Chloe Burridge

8

Katie Hardstaff-Plapp

2

Kira Johnston

8

Charlie Vandenberg

2

Sam Harper

7
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Senior Best & Fairest Votes – WOMEN
___________________________________________

Division 3
Kylie Durant

186

Boni Henderson

178

Shayne Sayer

97

Finlee Sayer

89

Carolyn Sole

85

Amanda Long

82

Katrina Grandfield

67

Brea Miller

64

Alisha Enniss

61

Kasey Marshall

60

Cherinda Batchelor

52

Katie Hardstaff-Plapp

46

Kathryn Fordyce

41

Veronica Whish-Wilson

36

Sarah Furze

33

Makinley Batchelor

25

Kimberly-Anne Warr

18

Ruby Richardson

15

Rach Blyth

14

Louise Gates

13

Therese Howard

7
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Senior Best & Fairest Votes - MEN
____________________________________________
Division 1
Daniel Hills

155

Sam Grandfield

128

Iain Cameron

123

Mitchell Hills

81

Jason Birtwistle

73

Craig McCarthy

67

Isaac Gates

56

Linden McCarthy

37

Jeremy Benson

36

Jaiden Luke

30

David Kenworthy

22

Luke Sayer

22

Max Grandfield

20

Rhys Burgess

14

Hamish Cameron

14

Rick Barrett

13

Liam Grundy

11

Simon Vandenberg

10

Vaughn Bowen

9

Josh Hills

5

Matthew Cameron

7

Dean Stubbs

3

Butch

7

Thomas Nibbs

2

David Townsend

7

Jamie Vandenberg

1

Josh Downey

6

Aiden Jones

1

Rhys Thompson-O’Connor

5

Shannon Rieder

1
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Senior Best & Fairest Votes - MEN
____________________________________________
Division 2

David Townsend

111

Matthew Cameron

111

Simon Vandenberg

88

Daniel Hills

74

Hamish Cameron

72

Andrew Bates

61

Jamie Vandenberg

58

Mitchell Hills

57

Joshua Hills

50

Shannon Rieder

50

Robert Cameron

47

James Hills

23

Cameron Jackson

21

Zachery Rieder

20

David Kenworthy

20

Iain Cameron

19

Luke Sayer

18

Jason Birtwistle

18

Rick Barrett

16

Les Ollington

16

Dean Stubbs

15

Maitland Sayer

13

Jaiden Luke

12

Kris Chandra

11
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Rhys Thompson-O’Connor

10

Roman King

10

Jeremy Benson

9

Thomas Nibbs

7

Aiden Jones

5

Craig McCarthy

4

Brody Birtwistle

3

Nick Reeves

3

Riley Enniss

3

Taig Birtwistle

2

